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In the fall 2020 the ELCA Council of Bishops approved a new assignment process better suited to the 

needs of candidates, congregations, synods, and wider church. As a result of these changes the 

Multisynodical Michigan Candidacy Committee comprised of Southeast and Northwest Lower Michigan 

Synods separated in November and now operate as individual entities.  

2020 has brought additional challenges for Candidacy as a whole, for our current candidates, and those 

seeking to entrance candidacy. One of the most difficult challenges was securing an entity   for 

candidate psychological assessments with the retirement of our long-standing tester. Finding a new 

testing site proved laborious as many companies and individuals were overwhelmed with patient care 

during the Covid pandemic and/or did not have the means or licensure for testing across state lines. We 

now have a contract with LeaderWise a company who meets ELCA requirements, can test virtually, and 

is priced reasonably.  

Additional challenges met: our annual candidacy retreat where committee and candidates experience a 

relaxed time of connection, learning, and observing the growth in these future leaders of God’s church 

was canceled for the health and safety of all. Many Clinical Pastor Education (CPE) units were canceled, 

and adjustments are being made on behalf of our students to work these into already full schedules 

prior to internship. For our senior students, graduation, assignment, and interviews for first call were 

held virtually. And sadly long-awaited ordinations, out necessity, were sparsely attended.  

It is with joy that we celebrated from afar the ordination of Southeast Michigan Candidates, Rev. 

Michael Operfermann, Rev. Vera McEwen, Rev. Jennifer Toburen, Rev. Susanna Muzzin.  

Rev. Ken Grant was ordained just prior to the covid restrictions in February 2020. We thank God for 

these and all our candidates.   

The Candidacy Committee members currently include:  Deacon Karen Ludwig, Ms. Christine Ritter, LLM, 

Dr. Robert Thompson, Rev. Brandon Hunt, Rev. Jack Eggleston, and Rev. Kate Zywicki.  Representing 

Trinity Seminary:  Rev. Dr. Cheryl Peterson.  Representing the ELCA Region 6: Rev. Cherlyne Beck.  

Candidacy Director:  Rev. Denise Russell.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Pastor Denise Russell 

Director of Candidacy  

 


